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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
EFFECT OF CANARD POSITION AND WING
LEADING-EDGE FLAP DEFLECTION ON WING BUFFET
AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
By Blair B. Gloss, William P. Henderson,
and Jarrett K. Huffman
SUMMARY
A generalized wind-tunnel model, with canard and wing planform typical of
highly maneuverable aircraft, was tested in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.20 to determine the effects of canard
location and wing leading-edge flap deflection on the wing buffet characteristics.
The major results of this investigations may be summarized as follows. The
&adition of a canard above the wing chord plane, for the configuration with
leading-edge flaps undeflected, allowed this configuration to obtain substantially
higher total configuration lift coefficients before buffet onset occurs than the
configuration with the canard off and leading-edge flaps undefleeted. However,
the addition of the canard did not substantially affect the lift of the wing at
vbieh buffet onset occurs, for the configurations with the leading-edge flaps
undeflected, but the wing buffet intensity was substantially lower for the canard
ving configuration than the wing alone configuration. The low canard configuration
generally displayed, the poorest buffet characteristics. Deflecting the wing
leading-edge flaps substantially improved the wing buffet characteristics for
canard-off configurations. The addition of the high canard did not appear to




The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is currently conducting
wind-tunnel investigations to provide a data base for the use of determining
the desirability of employing close-coupled canard surfaces on highly maneuver-
able aircraft. The use of canards offers several attractive features, such as
increased trimmed lift capability and the potential for reduced trimmed drag.
(Refs. 1-6) In addition, the geometric characteristics of close-coupled canard
configurations offer a potential for improved longitudinal progression of cross-
sectional area; this improvement could result in reduced wave drag at low super-
sonic speeds. References 7-11 present the results of several additional inves-
tigations of close-coupled canard wing configurations at subsonic and transonic
speeds. Since the maneuver and performance capability of aircraft engaged in
air-to-air combat is often limited by flow separation manifesting itself as
wing buffeting (reference 12), the present study was conducted to determine
the effect of close-coupled canard surfaces on wing buffet onset characteristics
at transonic speeds. A generalized wind-tunnel model which had a wing buffet
strain gage installed in one wing was tested in the Langley 8-foot transonic
pressure tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.20 at angles of attack from -Uo
to 20° at 0 side slip.
SYMBOLS
The International System of Units with the U. S. Customary Units presented
in parenthesis, is used for the physical quantities in this paper. Measurements
and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units. The data presented in this
report are referred to the stability axis system with the exception of axial
force and normal force which are referred to the body-axis system.
2A 'aspect ratio (2.5), b /S
b . wing spang 50.8 cm (20 in)
c wing mean geometric chord, 23.32 cm (9«l8 in)
C axial force coefficient, Axial force
A qSw
C,, drag coefficient, ——**
- . •• qo
w
I
•?. lift coefficient, L^ft
L ' qo
W
C. wing lift (main balance lift - canard balance lift)
C root-mean-square moment of wing bending gage
M,WSG . ;
 qSwC
M free-stream Mach number
2
q free-stream dynamic pressure Ib/ft
2 2S canard area (exposed), 288.71 cm (UU.75 in )
5
 T reference area of wing with leading and trailing edges
v
 extended to plane of symmetry, 1032.26 cm (160.00 in )
z
 :.• verticalftlistance between the chord planes of the canard
;. and wipg, positive up.
a ••' angle of attack, deg.
A leading-edge sweep angle of wing, deg.
A^ .
 ;leading-edge sweep angle of canard, deg.




DESCRIPTION OF MODEL i^ -
A sketch of the general research model showing the wing leading edge flap
locations and wing buffet strain gage location is presented in figure 1.
Table I contains the- pertinent geometric parameters associated with this model.
The untwisted wing planform used on this model had a leading edge sweep
angle, A , of hk°, and a 6i*A006 airfoil section at the wing root (the root of
w
the wing is taken at the intersection of the fuselage and wing) which varied
linearly to a 6kAOOh airfoil section at the tip. When the wing leading edge
flaps were "deflected for the present investigation, the deflection angles were













along the fifty percent chord line as indicated in figure 1.
The canard had a leading-edge sweep angle of 51-7 and an exposed area
(S ) of 28.0 percent of the wing reference area (S ). The canard was tested
c w
in a position of l8.5 percent of the wing mean geometric chord above and below
the wing chord plane (z/c = 0.135 and -0,185 respectively). Fuselage fairings
were required to fair the canard mounting brackets into the body. Thus, there
were two fuselage configurations: body fairings on the top for 2/5- = 0.185
and body fairings on the bottom for z/c = -0.185 (see figure 1.)
The canard was untwisted and had uncambered circular arc airfoil sections.
U 11 I 11 U
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APPARATUS, TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
This investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel which is a continuous-flow facility (ref. 13). Forces and moments
were measured by two internally mounted, six-component strain-gage balances;
the relative locations of these balances are shown in figure 1. One balance
measured the loads on the forward part of the body (shaded area in figure l)
and is called the canard balance. The second balance, which was housed in the
aft section of the model measured the total loads and is referred to as the
main balance. There was a small unsealed gap between segments of the fuselage
in order to prevent fouling.
Tests.were made at Mach numbers of 0.70, 0.90, 0.95, 1.03 and 1.20. The
angle-of-attack range was from approximately -h to 20° at 0° sideslip. Angles
of attack have been corrected for the effects of sting deflection due to
aerodynamic load. All axial-force measurements obtained on the main balance
were corrected to a condition of free stream static pressure acting on the
base of the model. All tests were made with boundary-layer transition fixed
on the model by means of a narrow strip of carborundum grit placed on the body,
wings and canards, using the methods outlined in reference Ik.
The wing-root bending-gage technique used in this paper to obtain wing
buffet information is described in reference 15.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
»
The flap deflections that were employed in this study were chosen so that
the data obtained in'this investigation would be compatible with the data
B I I I I I M I
presented in reference 12. As reference.12 points out these flap deflections
do not necessarily represent an optimum.
The use of the canard balance and main balance made it possible to separate
the wing lift (CT ___) from the total lift (CT ) of the configuration. Since
*••- Jj,JJlr L
7
the total lift of each configuration was a strong function of the lift on the
forebody (ahaded area of figure l), the buffet gage data (C,,
 TIC,0) is presentedM, wbu
versus ving lift coefficient (C
 nT-,). Presenting the data in this manner
Ij,iJl.r
permits the study of the effect of canard location on wing buffet onset in terms
> • '
of wing lift only. Of course the total lift coefficient of the configuration,
at which buffet onset occurs is a very important consideration, and thus, the
buffet gage data is also presented versus total lift coefficient.
Table II defines the configuration code that is used for the tabulated
results presented in Table III. The data in figures 2 to 16 show the effect
'.>,
of canard height and wing lead'ing edge flap deflection on the longitudinal
} i
aerodynamic.characteristics and wing buffet characteristics for Mach numbers
from 0.70 to 1.20.
The aerodynamic parameters presented in these figures are some of those
which are usually utilized to predict buffet onset (reference 15). Among these
o
parameters is a presentation of axial force coefficient (C.) versus sin a.
Reference l6 points out that for subsonic attached potential flow, the axial
2
force coefficient should vary linearly with sin a. The implication from this
and reference 15 is that buffet onset should occur when C is no longer a linear
< •"•1
 . 2
function ofiisin a. It should be noted that the axial force coefficients are
obtained from the main balance and thus include the contribution of the fuse-
< -tlage and canard as well as the wing. However, the canards have a symmetrical
airfoil section, are geometrically smaller than the wings and have sharp
i Ji I ii 1 1 I X 11 JL IL 11 Ji1 i I I
leading edges; thus, the canard production of axial force should be small
compared to that of the wing. In addition, since leading edge suction is &
function of potential lift and since the fuselage doesn't produce significant
levels of lift (reference H), it is assumed that the fuselage would not con-
tribute significant amounts of'thrust as compared to that of the wing. There-
fore, the trends of the C curves are primarily influenced by the leading
edge thrust of the wing.
When examining the buffet gage data (C
 TTOP)» buffet onset is assumed toM, WSG
occur when the value'of C _r increases above a previous relatively constantM, WSG
level. It should.be noted, however, that for the Mach number 0.70 data for
all configurations, the value of C ._., changes with angle of attack throughout
M , WDvJ ,
the complete angle-of-attack range. This may be due to inadequate stiffness
in the model support system, canard buffet exciting fuselage bending or some
other cause'.; This inadequate stiffness may also be a dominant factor causing
a fairly significant level of-"output from the buffet gage even at low angles
of attack at other Mach numbers. It is felt, therefore, that the CM^WSQ data
at a Mach number of 0.70 for all configurations should only be used in a
qualitative manner. .•
The discussion presented herein will be limited to the buffet character- .
istics since the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for models of these
configurations are rather fully documented in references 1-6.
^ . Effect of Canard Height
Figures 2 through 6 present longitudinal aerodynamic and wing buffet
characteristics for the high canard (z/c = 0.185), low canard (z/c = -0.185)
and canard off configurations for Mach numbers fros 0.70 to i.20.
Shown below are the approximate wing lift coefficients (C „-,) and total
L,DIr
configuration lift coefficient (C_) at which buffet onset appears to occur as( -Ij
determined from the wing buffet gage data, C., „__ (figures 2-6).
M, WSG

















































The supersonic data* (M = 1.20 and 1.03) in the above table shows that the
vine lift (CT _.T1?) at which buffet onset appears to occur is significantlyJj,UJ-r
higher for the high canard and canard off configurations than the low
canard configuration. At the Mach numbers 0.95 exid 0.90 (figures k and 5)
buffet onset occurs at slightly higher values of wing lift for the canard
high and low than for the canard off configuration. For those configurations
'«.• . >'
and Mach numbers where the lift coefficient at which buffet onset occurred
could not be determined with some confidence no data are presented in the
above table. The high canard configuration'produces significantly higher
total lift coefficients (CT) at buffet onset than the other configurations.
' L>
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some caution should "be exercised in directly using the total lift coefficients
(C ) at which "buffet onset occurs. As can be seen from the data in figures
2-5 the wing buffet intensity for the high canard configuration is significantly
lower than that of the other configurations. In addition, generally the wing
buffet intensity for the high canard configuration increases at a lower rate
i x
after buffet onset occurs than that of the other configurations. Since there
is apparently a leading edge vortex on the wing in the presence of the high
canard (references k, 5 and 6), a gradual increase of wing buffet intensity
after buffet onset occurs should be anticipated (see reference 12).
i
Effect of Wing Leading-Edge Flap Deflection - Canard Off
The data in figures 7-11 present the effect of wing leading edge flap
deflection on wing buffet onset. Shown below in Table II are the approximate
wing lift 'coefficients (C_ ___) and total configuration lift coefficients
• > LijlJlr
• • _ /
(C ) at which buffet onset appears to occur as determined from the wing buffet
gage data.i CM wg(, (Figures 7-11)



































A;; i~ rlncLicated in the above table, there is no indication cf buffet onset for
the :::on:C'ig-;ir3,tion with the leading edge flaps derlc-ctod. at Mach numbers of
1.20 -and 1-03 in the angle of attack range tested. There are significant
gains in the lift coefficient At which buffet onse'c occurs for the flaps de-
flected configuration over the flaps undefleeted configuration at Mach numbers
of 1.20, 1.03, 0:95 and 0.90. Comparing the buffet onset' data for the high
canard, flaps undefleeted, configuration with that for the canard off, flaps
deflected configuration (data in figures 2-5 with that in figures 7-10), it is
.•;:--:eci ".:.;.r.;t deflection of the leading edge flaps: , c=s?;--.rd off, allows higher
attainable lift coefficients without buffet onset than was indicated by adding
the high canard to the wing with leading edge flaps undefleeted. This is not
surprising since the close-coupled canard configuration creates a favorable
f?.ov f ield .yhich allows the formation of wing leading edge vortices and the
''•• >/
leading edge flaps function to maintain attached flow. Leading edge vortices
V.= -'"e been shown previously to result in an early indication of buffet onset
vbieh after onset occurs does not increase in intensity as rapidly as the
configuration with the leading edge flaps deflected. And in fact, the buffet
4
intensity increases much faster after buffet onset occurs for the flaps
deflected, canard' off, configuration than for the high canard, flaps undefleeted
configuration.
It is interesting to note that for the Mach numbers of 0.95, 0.90 and 0.70
2
there are regions where C is a linear function of sin a for the flaps deflected
i . '
configuration (fig. 9c-llc). J'As mentioned earlier this linear region is that
) i
region over which buffet free' operation might be anticipated- Lower surface
»
separation on the leading edge flap is the probable cause for the apparent lose
of leading edge suction at the lower angles of attack (The angle of attack at
ssssss
which C ceases to be linear with sin a is the point at which the wing is
,/i. i.
assumed to start losing leading edge suction). The apparent "buffet free regions
as indicated by the axial force data in figures 7c-llc are presented, for the
configuration with leading edge flap deflected, in the table below. By comparing
t
Regions of Buffet Free Operation As Determined

























the lift coefficients at which buffet onset occurs for the flaps deflected
configuration as determined by the wing buffet gage data and axial force data,
it is seen that the axial force data predicts a smaller buffet free region than
the wing buffet gage data. (The wing buffet gage data, figures 9c and lOc, for
Mach numbers of 0.95 and 0.90 indicate a lower lift coefficient limit of less
i..'
than 0.0 fotf'. the buffet free region for the flaps deflected configuration.)
<
Effect Of Wing Leading-Edge Flap Deflection - Canard On
The data in figures 12-16 present the effect of wing leading edge flap
deflection on wing buffet onset for the configuration with the high canard on.
For the Mach number of 1.20 (figure 12) there is no indication of buffet onset
11
i I 1 1
frcsi x,hs buffet gage data for the flaps deflected configuration. For a Mach
number of 1.03 (figure 13) the buffet gage indicates buffet onset occuring at
approximately the same lift for both configurations (high canard; flap deflected
and. flap undef lected ) .
-
;
 ; 2The buffet gage data as Veil as the axial force versus sin a data show
«
no region of buffet free operation for Mach numbers of 0.95 and 0.90 (figures
lU and 15) for the leading edge flaps deflected configuration. Both C
and C data seem to indicate mild buffet over a rather large lift range for
f\
~.he flaps deflected case. The mild buffet is indicated by a slow rate of
change of buffet intensity (C,. .__ data) and a slightly nonlinear region for
M, Wou
2the C versus sin a data. The buffet gage data shows a sharp increase in
buffet intensity for the flaps deflected configuration at wing lift coefficients
approximately the same as those for the off-wing leading edge flaps deflected
•'••
configuration for Mach numbers of 0.95 and 0.90. (Compare the data in figures
? and 10 with that in figures ll+ and 15) Thus adding the canard to the flaps
deflected wing did not substantially alter the wing lift coefficient at which
there is strong indication of buffet onset.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A generalized wind-tunnel model, with canard and wing planform typical of
highly maneuverable aircraft, was tested in the Langley 8-foot transonic pres-
W ;
sure tunnel 'at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.20 to determine the effects of canard) *+
location and wing leading edge flap deflection on the wing buffet characteristics.
The major results of this investigations may be summarized as follows:
12
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1. The addition of a canard above the wing chord plane, for the config-
uration with leading edge flaps undeflected, allowed this configuration to
obtain substantially'higher total configuration lift coefficients before buffet
onset occurs than the configuration with the canard off and leading edge flaps
undeflected. However, the addition of the canard did not substantially affect
the lift of the wing at which buffet onset occurs, for the configurations with
the leading edge flaps undeflected, but the wing buffet intensity was substan-
tially lower for the canard wing configuration than the wing alone configuration.
2. The low canard configuration generally displayed the poorest buffet
»
characteristics.
3. Deflecting the wing leading edge flaps substantially improved the
wing buffet characteristics for canard off configurations.
^. The addition of the high canard did not appear to substantially
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TABLE I
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL









Tip Chord, cm (in)





Leading edge sweep angle, deg
2 2
S , cm (in )
c
Airfoil Section
Root chord, cm (in)
Tip chord, cm (in)
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TABLE III
TEST DATA















configuration number (see table II)
Mach number
2
free-stream dynamic pressure, Ib/ft
(1 lVft2 = 97-88 N/m2)
*
angle of sideslip, deg




Reynolds number per foot xlO
air temp in wind tunnel, °F
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Alpb»4e|. Alphufee.
Figure 2.- Effect of canard position on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and
wing buffet for the model with the leading edge flaps undeflected at a
























































SHEET 101 TYPE I TEST 870
RUNS 1 6 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



























SHEET 101 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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ALPHABEG. ALPHAJ3IC.
Figure 3.- Effect of canard position on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and
wing buffet for the model with the leading edge flaps undetected at a
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Figure 3.-Continued.
SHEET 103 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 3. -Concluded.
SHEET 102 TYPE 1 TEST 870
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Figure 4.- Effect of canard position on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and






























































SHEET 103 TYPE 1 TEST 670
RUNS 18 3 '24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


















SHEET 103 TYPE 1 TEST 670





Figure 5.- Effect of canard position on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and
wing buffet for the model with the leading edge flaps undetected at a
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') Figure 5.-Continued. .
SHEET IOH TYPE I TEST 670
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SHEET 104 TYPE 1 TEST 690










Figure 6.- Effect of canard position on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics and
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SHEET 106 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 7.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 7.- Continued.
SHEET 109 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 8.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 8.-Continued.
SHEET 110 TYPE I, TEST 670
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Figure 8.-Concluded.
SHEET 110 TYPE 1 TEST 670























































































































Figure 9.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 9.-Continued.
SHEET 111 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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SHEET 111 TYPE 1 TEST E70
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Figure 10.-Effect of wing leading edge nap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic









































SHEET 112 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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SHEET 112 TYPE 1 TEST G"70
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Figure 11.-Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics and wing buffet for canard off at a Mach number of 0.70.
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Figure 11.-Continued.
SHEET 113 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 11.- Concluded.
SHEET 113 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 12.-Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 12,-Continued.
SHEET 116 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 13.-Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 13.- Continued.
SHEET 117 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 13.-Concluded.
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Figure 14.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 14.-Continued.
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Figure 15.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 15.-Continued.
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Figure 15.-Concluded.
SHEET 113 TYPE 1 TEST 670
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Figure 16.- Effect of wing leading edge flap deflection on the longitudinal aerodynamic
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Figure 16.-Continued.
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Figure 16.- Concluded.
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